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500+ bn USD50% of cities500 bn liters / day27,000 km / day

What’s at Stake

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is at stake When we talk about TNC’s water work, it is critical that we remind ourselves of what issue we are trying to solve:500+ bn USD of expenditure in the water sector to build and operate water and waste water infrastructure, a number that will grow to 1 trillion over the next 20 years.This expenditure is trying to solve some fundamental challenges of the global economy and its sustainability. Ensuring that the economy has enough water to run. For example:Half of all cities over 100,000 people are in water scarce basins and in these basins over 90% of water is used in agriculture for food production, competing with those citiesAs a result, 500 bn liters per day are transported 27,000 km to supply cities at enormous costThis is an increasingly energy intensive, financially expensive proposition, and the challenges it is running into are evident from California to China.
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+800 GW +100% food13 M t of fish60 M jobs470 M people

What’s at Stake

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is at stake But of course the interventions are not just urban. We are building infrastructure on the major rivers and lakes in the world. 800 GW more hydropower in the next 20 years, double the amount installed in the last hundred100% more irrigated food production in the next 40 yearsThe resulting collapse of freshwater ecosystems is evident. Rivers and lakes hold 40% of all aquatic species, many of which are either under threat or endangered. And this is a problem for people, particularly the poorest of the poor:Rivers account for 13 million tonnes of catch for human consumption, about half of marine fisheries (23 million metric tonnes), disproportionately consumed by the poor of africa and asia.60 million jobs from small scale fisheries in developing countries, 55% of which are womenAnd the impacts of river infrastructure development are felt by an estimated 470 million people living donwstream
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SHAPE 
THE 

STORY

BUILD 
CAPACITY

DEVELOP 
SOLUTIONS

Our approach to scaling solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course the question for all of these solutions is how do we scale them? How do we achieve impact on a planetary level? Our approach to scaling solutions is based on 3 basic pillars has three fundamental parts.The first is shaping the story – defining a narrative for the world, mobilizing leaders and informing the public – including using modern marketing techniques.The second is building capacity both within TNC and with partners to deliver at scale. This includes engaging and educating delivery institutions – you will remember the idea of engaging large hydropower EPC contractors – and trying to shape incentives within which they operateThe third is the more traditional work of TNC – developing and proving solutions on the ground. This includes building pilots, documenting the technology and monitoring impacts. This is both supported by our conservation work and our science initiatives. To achieve some form of scale you need all three to work together. 
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Vision for Success

TRANSFORM
The way river systems 

are managed and 
developed. 

PROTECT
Rivers, lakes and 

watershed.

INSPIRE
People to think about 

water differently.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTES FROM ORIGINAL 1-2-3 SLIDE / “OUR APPROACH TO SCALING SOLUTIONS”Of course the question for all of these solutions is how do we scale them? How do we achieve impact on a planetary level. Our approach to scaling solutions is based on 3 basic pillars.INSPIRE (3) is shaping the story – defining a narrative for the world, mobilizing leaders and informing the public – including using modern marketing techniques.TRANSFORM (2)is building capacity both within TNC and with partners to deliver at scale. This includes engaging and educating delivery institutions – you will remember the idea of engaging large hydropower EPC contractors – and trying to shape incentives within which they operatePROTECT (1) -- is the more traditional work of TNC – developing and proving solutions on the ground. This includes building pilots, documenting the technology and monitoring impacts. This is both supported by our conservation work and our science initiatives. To achieve some form of scale you need all three to work together. REMOVED this, as it has stayed in w/ the “Our Approach” progression arrow slide NOTES FROM SCOTT RE: P/T/IAcross all of our strategies and solutions, the Conservancy is building a framework for global success on three pillars:Protect – on the ground work to conserve natural resources and demonstrate nature-based solutions in Great River basins and the watersheds that support urban populations, agriculture and industry. Transform – change the policies, funding priorities and corporate practices that dictate the way dams and planned and built , floodplains and watersheds are managed and water is allocated among usersInspire – tell the story of water in a way that shows people how conservation can make their lives better and empowers new ambassadors to spread the word
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STRATEGY: Protecting Water Resources

• Protect water at its source 
• Design markets for water
• Improve agricultural practices

Improve water management in 
50 global cities serving 150M people

SOLUTIONS

OUTCOMES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our solutionsWe have solutions that integrate nature and development, that reduce the impacts on the environment as we try to solve some of these human problems of development. That invest in the health of ecosystems for the purposes of solving human problems, and finding a better balance between our short term needs and our long term legacy. Very quickly these are:Under our Securing Water StrategySOURCE WATER PROTECTION – from water funds to state funded interventions in the water sheds, the protection of the sources of supply of waterThe promotion of WATER MARKETS as flexible institutions for the allocation of water and the sustainance of environmental flowsBest practices in AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT OF WATER to reduce the impact of agriculture on water systems and aquatic species
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Source water 
protection

• Murray-Darling 
Basin, Aus

• Colorado River

• Texas
• California
• Arizona

Water Funds 
Network

Urban Water 
Risks & 

Solutions

Water markets

Sustainable Ag & 
Water

• Snake River, IO
• San Joaquin 

Valley, CA
• Irapuato, MX

• Central High 
Plains, US

• Bloomington, IL

Source water 
protection

Water markets

NatLab

Shape the story Build capacity Develop solutions
• Bloomington, IL
• Camboriu, Brazil 
• Cauca Valley, 

Colombia 
• Denver, CO
• Nairobi, Kenya
• Phoenix, AZ

• Northern Sierra 
Nevadas, CA

• Quito, Ecuador
• San Antonio, TX
• Santa Fe, NM
• Sao Paulo, Brazil
• Zhejang, China

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our approach to scaleApplying this lens to our work on water, each solution has a concerted effort on all three. We have a lot of work going on in each of the solutions to achieve scale along these three pillars. We won’t have time to go into details on each, but each strategy is a mix of shaping the story where a number of our scientists and leaders are shaping the debate, building capacity to deliver for ourselves and others, and developing material solutions on the ground through our projects. Through the process of identifying “the big wins” we have called out a few pieces of this portfolio that are going to deliver results in the short term and that we have put a lot of organizational focus. That is not to say that work is not going on across the board. In fact, it is. Each of these areas of practice are attempting to move the needle on a significant part of the global water industry. Today, I am going to focus on that smaller set of big wins. We will briefly touch on the progress we are making in telling the story and working on the ground in source water protection, the progress we are making in australia on water markets, and the work we are doing on hydropower by design across the organisation.
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• Improve dam construction with Hydropower by Design 
• Increase connectivity through improved flood controls
• Reconnect floodplains to the rivers they serve

10% of new hydropower capacity 
uses Hydropower by Design

STRATEGY: Protecting Water Resources

SOLUTIONS

OUTCOMES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photo: dam/hydropower infrastructureUnder our Great Rivers StrategyHYDROPOWER BY DESIGN – a package of interventions focused on the world’s race to hydropowerInterventions on SUSTAINABLE design and operation of RIVER INFRASTRUCTURE, including transport infrastructureOur work on INTEGRATED FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT, focused on the role of floodplains both for flood risk management and as ecosystems in their own right.
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Sustainable Hydropower: Find balanced solutions 
for at least 10% of future global development

• Develop decision 
support tools to 
guide hydropower 
planning

• Establish a center 
for sustainable 
hydropower in 
Beijing

• Influencing dam 
siting in four basins 
in Africa and Latin 
America

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hydropower by designOur initiative on hydropower, which has big wins both at the capacity building level and in progress on the ground is growing fast. You will remember our discussion on hydropower at the last board meeting. Since then we have mobilized a significant network of companies and organisations, from Three Gorges Corporation and the World Bank to Goldman Sachs, around the idea of building significant capacity. Our focus now is in China. This one country has half the dams in the world, and Chinese companies are involved in the construction of fully half of all other dams in development globally. Our goal is to develop a center for sustainable hydropower that engages China as a major global hydropower player. We have made progress in demonstrating that the tools and expertise we have developed in North America can achieve impact, for example in our work with the Mexican power wholesaler CFE in the Coatzacoalcos valley in MexicoWe are on the verge of securing a partnership with Bechtel in Gabon and with other stakeholders in Tapajos to push the agenda in these specific rivers.ORIGINAL SLIDE BULLET POINTS:Engaged TGDC, World Bank, Bechtel, Goldman on building a center for sustainable hydropower in ChinaDeveloping the next generation of planning tools, e.g. Coatzacoalcos Valley in Mexico with CFEWorking on planning agenda on the ground, e.g. Tapajos and OgooueHydropower by deisgnOur initiative on hydropower, which has big wins both at the capacity building level and in progress on the ground is growing fast. You will remember our discussion on hydropower at the last board meeting. Since thenWe have mobilized a significant network of companies and organisations, from three gorges dam and world bank to goldman sachs, around the idea of building significant capacity particularly in China to develop a center for sustainable hydropower that engages China as a major global hydropower player. We have made progress in demonstrating that the tools and expertise we have developed in North America can achieve impact, for example in our work with the Mexican power wholesaler CFE in the Coatzacoalcos valley in MexicoWe are on the verge of securing a partnership with Bechtel in Gabon and with other stakeholders in Tapajos to push the agenda in these specific rivers.  
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GLOBAL  
HYDROPOWER 
PRESENCE

10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metrics of Success:A bulk of the Conservancy’s portfolio of work on hydropower worldwide has been advanced by The Great Rivers Partnership (GRP): global community that, since 2005, connects eight large, iconic rivers that sustain entire nations with food, water, and energy. our hydropower strategy builds from a foundation of two decades of work on restoring and conserving rivers.  To achieve conservation success, we work with diverse partners and collaborators: TNC scientists teamed up with engineers from China on restoration work in the Penobscot River. Not only did their work improve access to 1,000 miles of habitat for federally endangered US Atlantic Salmon, their efforts, removing dams in certain areas of the basin, also simultaneously maintained or increased hydropower energy production at other dam sites along the river.  The GRP also advances it’s work globally through memorandum of understanding agreements: With The Three Gorges Dam Company for their hydropower dam development and reoperation work on the Yangtze RiverWith Mexico’s Federal Commission on Energy (CFE) for on-going technical collaboration on the Coatzacoalcos River. 
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Water Markets: Leverage impact investment funds to 
purchase water rights to protect and restore natural 
systems and provide returns to investors.

• Establish $100m 
impact capital water 
trust fund to buy and 
trade water rights in 
Australia

• Acquire water rights 
equal to 5% of total 
consumption

• Collaborate across 
states and regions 
to catalyze water 
markets in CA, TX, 
CO, and Australia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water marketsIn water markets we have made a lot of progress. The map shows you the markets we  We have already identified locations with potential for impact, with an early focus on Australia. In the last few months we have completed internal due diligence to set up a 100M USD impact capital water trust fund in Australia’s Murray-Darling basin to buy and trade water rights for environmental impact�We have launched a NatureVest initiative to take the fund to market, hopefully in the next few months.This focus on water markets has spawned growing collaborations across chapters, in particular in North America, Catalyzing an already existing interest in the use of water markets for environmental imapct (for example in Texas, California, Colorado and Arizona)Guilio to reference Murray Darling BasinORIGINAL SLIDE BULLET POINTSRecently completed due diligence on setting up a 100M USD, impact capital water trust fund in Australia to buy and trade water rightsLaunched a NatureVest initiative to take the fund to marketGrowing collaboration across chapters, esp in NA, on catalyzing water market use for environmental purposes, e.g. CO, TX, AZ, CA. 
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Map of global water markets
Trading allowed
Suited for investment

WATER MARKETS

Australian water trust

Recent progress

• Completed due diligence on setting 
up a $100M impact capital water 
trust fund in Australia to buy and 
trade water rights

• Launched a NatureVest initiative to 
take the fund to market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water marketsIn water markets we have made a lot of progress. The map shows you the markets we have already identified where there is potential for impact. We have focused  a lot on Australia to start with. In the last few months we have completed internal due diligence to set up a 100M USD impact capital water trust fund in the Murray-Darling basin to buy and trade water rights for environmental impact�We have launched a naturevest initiative to take the fund to market, hopefully in the next few monthsThis focus on water markets has spawned growing collaborations across chapters, in particular in North America, Catalyzing an already existing interest in the use of water markets for environmental imapct (for example in Texas, California, Colorado and Arizona)
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Source Water Protection: Redirect 10% of capital 
spending on water supplies to natural infrastructure.

• Launched 21 Water 
Funds in 7 countries

• Establish 7 new 
water funds by 2015

• 500 city report on 
urban water risks 
and solutions with 
C40 and IWA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source water protectionIn source water protection we are pushing both telling the story and making progress on the ground. Leveraged more than $300 million in public and private funding and directly impacting 260,000 hectaresIn September we will launch a 500 cities report, in collaboration with IWA and C40. This will be the most comprehensive look at the potential for natural infrastructure solutions across the world. The map on the right shows you some of the evidence we have been working on. In this case, the market potential for the ecological restoration and thinning of forest subject to post-fire erosion risk. You will remember the Ponderosa pine forests we visited last year at the board retreat in April.  One aspect of this report will be an analysis of the market potential for restoration and forest thinning, at a regional scale, to reduce post-fire erosion risk in the American west. This is an analysis showing the applicability of those interventions at a regional scale. KATE: if it’s possible to have a ponderosa pine forest pic here, that might be good—though it likely wouldn’t show any water….We are also consolidating the relationship with a number of corporate players whose global footprint will help us deploy some of these interventions at scale, from SABM and General Mills, to FEMSA and Veolia.And of course we have continued to grow our footprint on the ground, including pushing our work in Latin America on water funds and securing funding for further work through the “Replenish” program lead by FEMSA and others.Guilio to speak to how we’ll leverage water funds in the future ORIGINAL SLIDE BULLET POINTS:Sept 14: Releasing 500 city report on urban water risks and solutions with C40 and IWAConsolidating relationships with major corp players (e.g. Veolia, SABM, GM, FEMSA) to build delivery capacity through partnershipsLaunched 21 Water Funds in 7 countries, leveraging more than $300 million in public and private funding and directly impacting 260,000 hectares (TBU) REPLACED via Adam with the stat above – the actual stat is that we recently launched 5 and will launch 2 more by 2015
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What is a Water Fund?

Water Fund

Beneficiaries

Potential ProvidersUpstream

Downstream
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United States
4 funds

Brazil
5 funds

Operating 1

In Design

Mexico
2 funds

Peru
1 fund

Ecuador
4 funds

Land under passive or assisted conservation
(in WF in operation as of Jan 2014)

Recently Created

Colombia
3 funds

Dominican Republic
2 funds

TNC is involved in 62 SWP projects

Source: Internal Survey of Water Funds (Dec 2013), including 17 WFs with signed legal agreements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know Water Funds are a financial instrument. We call them the same thing but water funds are in fact different. 
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From Global to Local: Cape Fear Water Fund

Photo credit: Skip Pudney

A partnership to make the Cape Fear a healthy river for drinking 
water, for recreation, and for plants and animals!
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Priority Geography
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Resource Sustainability Concern

Microcystis aeruginosa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Far west has had warning from algae
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Basis for a Water Fund: Nature’s Benefits

Natural Ecosystem

Agriculture Best 
Management

Users of Clean Water

Potential Providers of Benefits to Clean 
Water
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Cape Fear Water Fund Goals

•Decrease nutrient loads into Cape Fear (e.g.):
• Conserve and protect forests.
• Improve management of major nutrient contributors.

•Create long term partnership.
• Long term financial participation.
• Multiple stakeholder collaboration.

•Work at a scale that matters for water quality.

Photo credit: Skip Pudney
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TNC Focus: Point and Non-Point Source Discharge
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Methods

Non-Point Sources:
• Row Crops
• Swine Farms

Point Sources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about why we didn’t include poultry in the analysis
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Results: Relative Nitrogen Export from Agriculture 
(with & without swine)

Row Crop Ag Row Crop Ag + Swine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we look just at the two main stem drainage areas that are the real region of concern for the algae blooms and look only at comparing the total nitrogen coming from each HUC (since overall we care about reducing nitrogen loads) in a relative manner so low, medium, high can again see that swine farms change the picture quite a bit and make more HUCs fall into the higher categories of concern – kept the scales the same (in the sense of the numbers behind them) to illustrate that swine farms matter when thinking about nutrient exportHere are only comparing HUCs in the two drainage areas to each other and have altered the scales to really highlight the priority places – there is a lot of overlap in areas with higher nitrogen and phosphorus loads.  Mapping the swine farms on the map (on the left) allows us to know where there is a great concentration of these farms as a means to help with prioritization for further investments.  
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Results: Relative Nitrogen Export from Agriculture 
and Point Sources

Row Crop Ag + Swine Row Crop Ag + Swine + Point

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we look at non point and point source data together and look at priority areas for learning more about each – see that priority areas shift depending on if looking at just non point or bringing in point source as well.  These types of maps and results help us determine where we might need to learn more about each of these sources of nutrients.  	Some areas overlap or are HUCs where we could potentially work on both but in general these maps help us narrow the scope for what we need to learn next to be able to come up with highest priority investments for this water fund partnership.  This also shows again that point sources change  in priorities slightly even though there is still a lot of overlap
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What are we doing now?

Scenarios for future planning and ensuring investments at scale
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Strategy Description

Targeted Land Protection Purchase of easements, land rental, and funding for park guards to maintain watershed services

Assisted Revegetation Restoration and planting of native trees, grasses, and shrubs in critical areas to reduce erosion and related 
sediment transport

Riparian Restoration River bank restoration and protection to reduce erosion and improve water quality

Ranching Best Practices Reduce cattle-related land degradation with silvopasture practice, rotational grazing and fencing as well as 
livestock waste disposal to protect water quality

Agricultural 
Best Practices Implementation of cover crops, contour farming  to prevent sediment and nutrient runoff

Wetland Installation Conversion of portions of farmland to artificial wetlands to trap nutrient runoff

Irrigation Efficiency Shirt from flood to variable rate and precision irrigation, and lining irrigation canals to reduce leakage and net 
water consumption

Forest Fuel Reduction Conducting controlled burns and/or mechanical treatment reduce wildfire severity and related sediment and ash 
pollution

Road Management Construction of sediment traps along roadways and  resurfacing of dirt and gravel roads to reduce sediment 
runoff into waterways

*Water markets not pictured 

OUR SOLUTIONS*

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add colors/animation
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Natural solutions are at various stages of development and scale

Research &
Development

Replicated Pilots

Scale
Annual capital 

spending on water 
supply infrastructure

$60 billion

Potential increased 
annual spending on 

natural solutions

Targeted Land 
Protection

Assisted Revegetation

Riparian Restoration

Ranching Best 
Practices

Agricultural 
Best Practices

Wetland Installation

Irrigation Efficiency

Forest Fuel Reduction

Road Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Update above list to match solutions to include roads + wetlandsAdd titles
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50
U.S. state chapters

active members
1M+

120M
acres of land 
protected

4,000
Employees

freshwater experts

100
Active freshwater  
projects

155,000
Miles of rivers & streams 
protected or improved

Working in 40 countries

400

Why The Nature Conservancy
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Thank You!
Questions?

rbenner@tnc.org

mailto:rbenner@tnc.org
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